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This exhibition recasts the situationist imperative to “invent new decor” to fit our current phantasmagoric reality, 
one that needs to be supplemented with new hallucinatory connections to our material conditions.  This 
exhibition is staged as a “case study” house that models the domestic interior, accoutrement, sensibilities, and 
activities for a different lyfe.  
 
Better Homes & Gardens will feature clothing, furniture, fragrance, footwear, ceramics, music, video, and 
publications within an interior scene. 

 
 

* * * 
 

 

Bunny Jr. Tapes is a mix tape cassette label by Jezenia Romero. www.bunnyjr.club   
 
Byron Kim is a New York-based artist whose work includes garments, sculpture, and tattoo. 
byronkim.myportfolio.com 
 
Mama Yoshi is a Japanese style nomadic pop up by Yuki Muneyasu. @_mamayoshi 
 
p34r.w34r is a loose collection of wears & wares made from gathered salvaged materials, recycled fabrics, yarns 
and fibers designed by Mika Agari, Carol Hu, Joan Oh.  pearwear.net 
 
Perfume Area is a fragrance review project between Sydney Shen & Laurel Schwulst. perfume-area.com   
 
SYRO is a gender non-conforming footwear brand that makes men's high heels, co-founded by Henry Bae and 
Shaobo Han. shopsyro.com 
 
Tiffany Sia is an independent film producer and writer based between Hong Kong and New York. She is the 
founder of Speculative Place, an experimental, independent space hosting residents working in film, writing and 
art in Hong Kong. www.tiffanysia.com   



 
 

 

 

 

Matthew So is a ceramic artist based in New York. 
 
VeniceW designed by Venice Wanakornkul. www.venicew.com 
 
Alston Watson is an artist and illustrator who produces audio and visual projects as Dirty Bird. 
www.alstonwatson.com 
 
Anicka Yi is a New York based artist whose practice relates to synthetic biology, bioengineering, extinction, and 
bio fiction. Her work examines concepts of "the biopolitics of the senses" or how assumptions and anxieties 
related to gender, race, and class shape physical perception.  
 
Bettina Yung is an artist living and working in New York. She cooks and organizes dinner events. @frumpygrain   
 
Lu Zhang is New York based artist whose work (photography, video, sculpture, installation and performances) 
recreates intimate experiences from one’s own social and cultural complexities. www.luzhang.org 
 
 

 

   


